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Abstract

A theoretical model for out-of-phase power oscillations in BWRs is proposed. This model
describes the dynamic behavior of the neutronic and thermohydraulic subsystems during out-
of-phase oscillations, and the coupling of these subsystems via the fuel temperature dynamics
and void- and Doppler feedback effects.

The zero-power neutron kinetics of the out-of-phase flux density mode is derived by
expanding the (time- and space-dependent) neutron flux density in the static solutions of the
neutron transport equation. This procedure yields the modal point-kinetic equations for the
(first-harmonic) out-of-phase mode. The fuel temperature dynamics is described by a lumped
parameter first-order process, characterized by a typical fuel time constant. Using the quasi-
static approach, the basic equations of the channel thermohydraulics are derived from the
conservation laws of mass and energy and the momentum equation. The momentum equation
is coupled with the appropriate boundary condition (constant core pressure drop) for out-of
phase oscillations. This procedure yields a set of nonlinear equations describing the dynamic
behavior of the boiling boundary, void fraction and mass flux density in the cooling channel.

A frequency-domain parametric study confirms that if the out-of-phase mode has a more
negative subcriticality, reactor stability increases. On the other hand, a more negative void
reactivity coefficient has a destabilizing effect. Besides these two parameters, the fuel time
constant was found to be an important parameter determining stability.

Where possible, the linearized equations describing the channel thermohydraulics were
compared with exact solutions of the governing partial-differential channel equations. This
comparison shows that in the frequency range of interest, discrepancies between the proposed
quasi-static model and more complicated exact solutions are to be expected.
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Introduction

In Boiling Water Reactors, both global ("in-phase") and regional ("out-of-phase") power
oscillations have been observed in recent years (see March-Leuba and Rey, 1993, for a
review). Typically, in the out-of-phase oscillation mode the power in one half of the reactor
core increases, while in the other part the power decreases with the same amount. With
average power detectors these out-of-phase oscillations are more difficult to detect than in-
phase oscillations, and may therefore not lead to an automatic control rod scram.

In several European BWR plants, for instance in the Swedish Ringhals-1 reactor (see van der
Hagen et al., 1994), out-of-phase oscillations were observed in stability tests. Therefore a
theoretical description of this 'new' phenomenon becomes necessary. Applying the modal
synthesis method, it is possible to 'decompose' the time-dependent neutron flux density into
(an infinite number of) spatial modes. In the equilibrium state, the fundamental (in-phase)
mode has an keff-eigenvalue equal to one and the higher harmonic modes are all subcritical. In
larger (more spatially decoupled) reactor cores (for instance the natural circulation Simplified
BWR concept of General Electric) the subcriticality of these modes decreases (in absolute
sense), and higher harmonic (for instance out-of-phase) oscillations become more likely to
occur from neutronic point of view. Moreover, from thermohydraulic point of view, out-of-
phase oscillations are more unstable than global oscillations, because the core-pressure drop
and total circulation mass flux density remain essentially constant, and mass flux density
oscillations in the core are not damped in the recirculation loop. Thus, oscillations of the
subcritical out-of-phase neutronic mode get a strong feedback from the thermohydraulic
subsystem and a study of the interaction between the neutronic and thermohydraulic
processes becomes important.

Despite impressive progress in both the field of thermohydraulics and neutronics, the
interaction between these two systems is still far from clear. A good example of coupled
neutronic-thermohydraulic phenomena are out-of-phase oscillations. March-Leuba and
Blakeman (1991) were the first to describe the out-of-phase oscillation mode as a competition
between the stabilizing neutronics of the subcritical out-of-phase mode and the destabilizing
gain of the void reactivity feedback. Hashimoto (1993) used the modal-expansion technique
to derive the modal kinetics equation. He combined the kinetic equation for the out-of-phase
mode with a simplified description of the thermohydraulic feedback. His simple model
showed that under low flow and high power conditions out-of phase oscillations can occur for
realistic values of subcriticality and void reactivity feedback. Using a three-dimensional
harmonics code, Takeuchi et al. (1994) demonstrated that the subcriticality of the out-of-
phase mode could actually be quite small (in absolute sense) in commercial BWRs. However
their analysis of the thermohydraulic subsystem was only qualitative.

Typical state-of-the-art time-domain BWR stability codes like TRAC, RELAP, RAMONA or
RETRAN are very expensive with respect to computer time, and go into much detail.
Frequency domain codes like the NUFREQ-series or LAPUR, suffer from the fact that the
results are valid only in the linear regime. The objective of this report is therefore deriving a
theoretical model that captures the most important physical processes in both the neutronic
and thermohydraulic subsystem. This model is applicable for stability analysis in both the
linear and nonlinear domain without needing much computer power or numerical
sophistication. This physical approach will enable us to thoroughly study the coupling
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between neutronics and thermohydraulics.

This report is arranged in the following way. First, the neutron kinetics of higher harmonic
modes is outlined. Then an elementary thermohydraulic model is presented and coupled with
the appropriate boundary conditions for out-of-phase oscillations. This (nonlinear) model is
then linearized and Laplace-transformed, to be able to perform a frequency-domain parameter
study. Using some design-parameters of the Dodewaard BWR, we discuss some important
physical processes determining (out-of-phase) BWR stability. To conclude, the topics and
incentives for future research are outlined. The derivation of the relevant transfer functions of
the linearized model is a rather technical procedure, described in the Appendix. Also, some
comparisons with exact solutions of the thermohydraulic transfer functions are presented in
this section.
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Out-of-phase neutron kinetics

To derive a suitable equation for the (higher-order) out-of-phase neutron flux density
oscillations, we start off from the space-dependent neutron kinetics equation:

^ ( ) t ) ( n t ) ( _ p ) F(r,t)O(r,t) + AC(r,t)

(1)
)dt

where O(r,t) is the space (r)- and time (t)-dependent neutron flux density, C(r,t) the delayed-
neutron precursor concentration, M(r,t) the destruction operator and F(r,t) the production
operator. A. is the decay constant of delayed-neutron precursors and P the delayed-neutron
fraction, v is the neutron velocity. To simplify the analysis, only one (effective) energy- and
delayed neutron group has been taken into account. However, an extension to more energy-
and delayed-neutron groups is possible. The destruction- and production operators are time-
dependent due to void- and Doppler feedback effects. We are mainly interested in the time
dependence of these operators:

) = M 0(r)+SM(r, t )
<2>

where MQ and Fo denote the steady state- and 6M(r,t) and 8F(r,t) the oscillatory components.
We now expand the neutron flux density and precursor concentration in an infinite number of
flux density-modes:

k=0

where nk(t) and ck(t) are time-dependent expansion coefficients (amplitudes) of the different
flux density modes (|>k. No and Co are the amplitudes of the equilibrium neutron population
and precursor concentration, respectively. The dimension of the expansion coefficients is
equal to m'2s"\ and the flux density modes (J)k are dimensionless. The right hand side of the
precursor equation in Eq. (3), is divided by the neutron velocity v to ensure that the
dimension of the precursor concentration is m'3. In equilibrium state, Eqs. (1) and (3) yield

The lower-order spatial harmonics can be approximated by the static A-modes (Hashimoto,
1993):

1

K ° ' (4)
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where Xk is the eigenvalue of the k-th harmonic mode and <j>*m is the solution of the adjoint
equation.

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) and rearranging using Eq. (4) leads to an expression
that can be multiplied by <j>*m (m*0) and integrated over the reactor core to yield the modal
point kinetics equations:

<K,(0

where

and Am

_PVPn
m

_«S>'mXbF-bM)(r,t)<bn

v

< * ' . . F . 4 > M >

PF
mo(ON £ PF

mn(t)n
A . ° n=o Am

(5)
>

where m is the order of the harmonic mode (m=l,2,...), ps
m is the subcriticality of the m-th

mode and pF
mn is the excitation reactivity of the m-th mode, due to a net change in the n-th

mode reaction rate. Equation (5) shows that the kinetics of the m-th mode is driven by both a
linear feedback term, and an infinite summation of nonlinear terms (coupling the m-th mode
with all harmonics). In the linearization approach, the nonlinear terms are omitted: the
(orthogonal) spatial modes are then decoupled.

To get an impression of the different static modes in a reactor, we consider, as an example, a
bare homogeneous cylindrical reactor core with (extrapolated) radius R and (extrapolated)
height H. In a cylindrical coordinate system, the appropriate form of the one-group diffusion
equation is (Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976):

8r r
2 a 6 2 dz2 (6)

where B2 is the (geometric) buckling. Equation (6) is a homogeneous partial differential
equation (the Helmholtz equation), and can be solved analytically using separation of
variables.

c|)(r,6,z) = R(r)T(0)Z(z) (7)
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Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (6) and dividing by (j) yields:

82R(r), 1 dR(rh 1 a2T(0) ( 1 a 2 Z ( z ) , B 2 _ 0

z
2 ( 'R(r) a r2 rR(r) 3r r*r(0) dQ2 Z(z)

Introducing a separation constant x2, we can solve the axial component of Eq. (8):

i a2z(z) ,

The eigenfiinctions and eigenvalues of this equation are well known. Applying the axial
boundary conditions Z(z =0)=Z (z=H) = 0 we find:

Z;(r)-sin(TiZ) , T 2 = | i ^ L | , i = 0,l,2,...

Substituting Eq. (9) in Eq. (8) and multiplying by r* then leads to:

r2 a2R(r) r 8R(r) 1 82T(0) , 2 n

R(r) dTi R(r) dr T(9) ae2 l j

where we defined rf = B 2 - i 2 Now we can solve the azimutha! part, introducing a separation
constant k2:

1 d2T(6) . 2

The azimuthal solutions have to be periodic: T(0 + 2TI)=T (0). Applying this constraint we
find:

Tk(0)~Asin(k0)+Bcos(k0), k = O,l,2,... (13)

Substituting Eq. (12) in Eq. (11) and multiplying by R(r) leads to the equation for the radial
solutions R(r):

2a2R(r) 3R(r) 2 2r* +r^+(azrz
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With the appropriate boundary condition R(r = R) = 0 we can solve Eq. (14). For each value
of k, the general solution of the radial part of Eq. (14) can be written as a linear combination
ofk-th order Bessel functions of the first kind Jjjar) and J.k(ar) and k-th order Bessel
functions of the second kind Yk(ar)' :

R(r) = A Yk(ar) +B Jk(ar) +CJ ^(ar) ( 1 5 )

For us, it is important to realize that J^ccr) and Jk(ar) are linearly dependent when k is an
integer, so we can set C equal to zero. Furthermore, since Yk(ar)~ -°° as r - 0 , we also set A
equal to zero. Applying our boundary condition at r=R, we find:

where v ^ , is the (j+l)-th zero of Jk.

Substituting Eqs. (10), (13) and (16) in Eq. (7) yields:

R H

H

The indices ij and k denote the i-th harmonic axial -, the j-th harmonic radial -, and the k-th
harmonic azimuthal mode, respectively. It is convenient to label each harmonic mode with a
triple index (i,j,k).

We can relate the geometric buckling of the modes in Eq. (17) with their subcriticality using a
simple one-group diffusion theory relationship:

where 2 , is the macroscopic absorption cross section, v the (average) number of neutrons
released per fission, Sf the macroscopic fission cross section, and D the diffusion constant.
Clearly, mode (0,0,0) has the smallest geometric buckling and is thus the least subcritical (in
absolute sense). This mode is traditionally called the fundamental mode. In Fig. 1 the shape of
the fundamental mode in the (r,0)-plane is depicted (omitting the z-dependence).

1 To be precise, (complex) Bessel Junctions of the thirth kind (Hankel functions) are also solutions of Eq.
(14). However, since we search real solutions, we don't need to consider these functions. For a detailed
description of Bessel and Hankel functions, see for instance Abramowitz and Stegun (1965)
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Fig. 1: Fundamental mode

In a critical reactor, the subcriticality of this mode is zero. Rearranging Eq. (18) then enables
us to calculate the subcriticality of the higher harmonic modes:

(19)

where AB2
m is the buckling difference between the fundamental mode and the higher

harmonic mode m. Which higher harmonic mode has the least negative p s
m depends on the

actual core geometry. In general, a large radius to height ratio favours the first azimuthal
mode (0,0,1) over the first axial mode (1,0,0) (see Eg. (17)). By substituting typical BWR-
values (Takeuchi et al., 1994) for R (2.286 m) and H (3.708 m), the buckling difference
between the fundamental- and first azimuthal mode is equal to -1.703 m2. On the other hand,
the buckling difference between the fundamental- and first axial mode is equal to -2.153 m'2.
Therefore, the first azimuthal mode is the first subcritical mode. The first azimuthal mode is
also called the out-of-phase mode (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Out-of-phase mode

Equation (17) shows that the azimuthal harmonic modes are in fact degenerate
eigenfunctions: the eigenvalue of these modes is not dependent on rotations around the z-axis.
Therefore, a linearly independent azimuthal mode (rotated over tti 2 -radians in case of the
out-of-phase mode in Fig. 2) is also a solution of Eq. (6).

We can explicitly calculate the subcriticality of the out-of-phase mode when we combine Eqs.
(17) and (19):

pS =_D__L [ V '
H IP-0.1) , , V r . 2 1 0.1 1.1 (20)

This simple expression reveals that the subcriticality of the out-of-phase mode is inversely
proportional with the square of the core-radius and inversely proportional to the macroscopic
fission cross-section. When we use as (homogenized) cross-sectional parameters: D=1.0 cm
and vSf = 2.0 10'2 cm'1 (March-Leuba and Blakeman, 1991), we can calculate the
subcriticality of the out-of-phase mode as a function of the extrapolated core-radius (see Fig.
3, where we assumed that 0=0.0056).
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0 1 2 3 4 5

extrapolated radius (m)

Fig. 3: Subcriticality out-of-phase mode as a function of radius

It is important to emphasize that the dependence of subcriticality on control rod patterns,
burnup, the presence of burnable poisons, etcetera, is not accounted for in this simple
homogeneous reactor model. Furthermore, three-dimensional harmonics code calculations
(Takeuchi et al., 1994) show that the buckling difference between the fundamental mode and
the first harmonic mode calculated with Eq. (17) could be too large (in absolute sense),
indicating that a small subcriticality (in absolute sense) of the first harmonic mode is possible.
The Simplified BWR that is currently being developed by General Electric, will have a larger
core-radius (~ 2.44 m) than the currently operational BWRs, which leads to an even smaller
damping of out-of-phase oscillations in the neutronic subsystem.

However, the question remains how a subcritical mode can be sustained. In the linear
approximation, the only remaining reactivity feedback term in Eq. (5) is pFi0 (we denote the
out-of-phase mode as mode m=l). We assume that the (time- and space-dependent)
oscillation operator 8F-6M has a spatial distribution similar to the m=l mode:

(8F-5M)(r,z,0,t) ~ ,,—)sin(H)sin(8)sin(o)t)
R H (21)

The excitation reactivity pF, 0 of the out-of-phase mode now becomes:

r=0 z=0

^ ) d z f
LI J

(22)

6=0
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The terms under the integral-signs are all non-negative in the domain of integration, and
therefore the excitation reactivity of the out-of-phase mode is non-zero and proportional to
sin(wt).

In the linearized approach, we correlate the feedback reactivity with the (relative) fluctuations
of the channel averaged void fraction <cc(t)>c and the fuel temperature <Tf (t)>:

3<o(t)>c 6<Tf(t)>P = a ^T a D ^X (23)

where av and a D are void and Doppler reactivity coefficients, respectively. A Doppler
reactivity coefficient rD defined as rD= ocD/<Tf- Tsa> is also frequently used by other
authors. TM, is the saturation temperature of the coolant. In the next chapters the dynamic
behavior of the channel void fraction and fuel temperature will be outlined in detail.
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The fuel temperature dynamics

We only consider heat conduction in the radial direction, heat conduction in the axial
direction is neglected (the temperature gradient in the axial direction is much smaller than the
temperature gradient in the radial direction). Energy conservation implies that:

(24)
dt

where Rf is the fuel radius, Tf is a lumped parameter representation of the fuel temperature, pf

is the density, Cpf is the specific heat capacity, Q'(z,t) is the linear power production in one
fuel rod and Q"(z,t) is the heat flux density from fuel to coolant. Using Newton's law of
cooling the heat flux density term in Eq. (24) becomes:

Q"(z,t) = kf|Tf(z,t)-Tcoo|(z,t)] (25)

where kf is the fuel to coolant heat transfer coefficient and Tcool is the temperature of the
coolant. We assume that Tcoo, is approximately equal to the saturation temperature Tu l . This
assumption is not strictly valid for the one-phase region, since the inlet temperature is lower
than the saturation temperature. However, because the inlet temperature T(z=0) is normally
only a few degrees less than TM| and the length of the one-phase region is rather short, this
approximation is expected to be rather accurate.

Combining Eqs. (24) and (25), we find that the following equation holds:

^ Q ' w (26)

where we have introduced the fuel time constant t f :

r

( 2 7 )

We assume that Q'(z,t), Q"(z,t) and T, (z,t) can be written as the product of a time-dependent
and a space-dependent term. We furthermore assume that the axial profile of the linear power
production is approximately a sine-profile superimposed on a space-independent term:
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where AP(z) =

H J H
z=0

Q/(z,t)=<Q/(t)>AP(z),

T T P p IT
(1--)

71

and P(t) is the power generated in one fuel rod. The axial profile AP(z) is normalized and
dependent on the axial peaking factor fp. Analogously we define (assuming that kf is equal in
the one- and two-phase region):

Q"(z,t) =<Q"(t)>AP(z),

Tr(z,t) =<Tf(t)>AP(z),
z= H

where<Tf(t)> = 1 f Tf (z,t)dz (29)
H J

0
z=0

and<Q / /(t)>S l fQ "(z,t)dz
H J

z =0

Integrating Eq. (25) and (26) over the axial coordinate yields some relations between the
average variables that we introduced in Eq. (28) and (29):
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The channel thermohydraulics

The boiling boundary

A) Equilibrium state

We first investigate the influence of the subcooled lower flow region, which we approximate
to be one-phase (subcooled boiling is not modelled). In this region the void fraction and
quality are zero, and the coolant is heated by the lower parts of the fuel elements. Our aim is
to estimate the equilibrium axial position zbb of the 'boiling boundary' where the coolant
temperature reaches the saturation temperature and the coolant starts boiling (see Fig. 4).

AMAAAA

H
o °o O

o °o °
bulk^bbiling
~ < w o

Q Q ° ° °
% oO

o

one-phase

% IS?:'::-
; . > ^ r • ; ; • ; >

' . "I'J1. 'j'r '-. . ' ' ' .

AAAAAAM

! I I

Fig. 4: The one-phase and two-phase region

The fractional heights of the non-boiling, respectively boiling sections are:

f = ̂ >b

•*"H"

fhh= 1- —bb

(31)
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To calculate zbb a simple energy balance is performed by equating the heat energy gained by
the coolant to that transferred from the fuel to the coolant:

(32)

where G(z=zbb) =G0 is the mass flux density in the one-phase region (kg m'2 s'1), A^ is the
cross-sectional flow area of one fuel assembly and h is the specific enthalpy of the coolant.
Integration of Eq. (32) from the bottom of the core to the boiling boundary z^ yields:

r 2 = ° (33)

27iR fk f<T f-Tsat>|AP(z)dz
Z=0

where we used Eqs. (28) and (29). Q (=27rRf kf <TrTMI>) is equal to the linear power
transferred from the fuel to the coolant. The integral in Eq. (33) leads to a transcendental
expression with a cosine with argument (7tzbb/H). Because we expect this argument to be
small the cosine can be approximated by a second-order Taylor truncation. These
manipulations lead to an equation for the variable z^ with as result:

with A =^ -— , (34)
* f - 1

2

A [ h h ( z

A flat heat flux density profile implies fp=l. In that case we have to investigate the value of zbb

in the limit of fp 11. The result is (as could be derived directly from Eq. (32)) that:

A . G J h -h(z=0)]
*»~ " ° ~ ^V1 (35)
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B) Dynamic behavior

Equation (34) already indicates that the inlet mass flux density, the temperature of the fuel
and the degree of inlet subcooling affect the position of the boiling boundary. To derive an
equation for the boiling boundary fluctuations as a function of these variables, we have to
state the dynamic energy balance for the one-phase region:

P | A c h

When we again use a second-order approximation for the cosine function, the static one-phase
enthalpy is a quadratic function of the axial position z (see Eq. (34)):

= h(z=0)

& » 4
2f

1- -E-
, c 2H n

where F =
1C f p - l

Oscillations in the local single-phase enthalpy are delayed in the upper area of the one-phase
region. We neglect this delay effect in this section (quasi-static approach) and assume that the
local enthalpy changes simultaneously at all axial positions. Comparison with the exact
solution of Eq. (36) will be made in another section (see section A.3).

Differentiating Eq. (37) with respect to t now leads to:

* M = - A h ^ ^ L [ z + ^ ][z
2 at L F

bb ^2

Integrating Eq. (22) from the channel inlet to the boiling boundary Zy, and substituting Eq.
(37) under the integral sign yields a first-order differential equation for the boiling boundary
fluctuations:
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! G(z=zbb,t)

V
where P =

s . 2
7C (39)

2z_u

j r. F r 1 1 Zbb,
and P, = [— + —--]

Znh , 2 3 F J

The factors P, and Pd have a clear physical meaning. The factor Pd characterizes the influence
of the axial peaking factor on the dynamic behavior of the boiling boundary. In case of a flat
axial power profile (fp=l), Pd is equal to 0.5. When fp>l, Pd increases: the boiling boundary
fluctuations are diminished because the enthalpy-profile becomes more quadratic than linear
(see Eq. (37)), and relatively small boiling boundary fluctuations already compensate the
enthalpy changes. The factor Ps reflects the influence of the axial peaking factor on the
equilibrium position of the boiling boundary. In case of a flat heat flux density profile, Pa is
equal to 1. As the peak factor increases, P, becomes smaller than 1, and the position of the
boiling boundary shifts upwards.
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Dynamics of the two-phase region

In the two-phase region (from z=zbb to H, see Fig. 4) saturated boiling takes place. The
situation is more complicated than in the one-phase flow region, because of the production
and convection of voids. We derive expressions for the two-phase system by writing down the
mass and energy balances.

Mass conservation means that in a fixed volume during a infinitesimally small period dt:

mass(t) + net mass flowing in during dt = mass(t +dt) (40)

We consider the influence of the oscillating boiling boundary Zy, on this mass balance.

t+dt

bulk boiling

Z ( t )
bh>

o o

O O
o

bulk boiling
O Q O
o %

o
o o

\ i one phase
z (t+dt)

bbv '

Fig. 5: Effect of boiling boundary fluctuations

The boiling boundary shift {ZM, (t+dt) - z^, (t)} is equal to vbb (t) dt, where vbb (t) is the
velocity of the boiling boundary. The mass in the volume is initially:

total mass =mass vapour+mass liquid =

«x(t)>(H -
(41)

p, and p g are the densities of the liquid and gas phase and <oc(t)> is the average void fraction
in the two-phase region. The net mass flowing in is equal to Ath{G(z=zbb,t)-G(z=H,t)}dt.
G(z,t) is the local mass flux density. At t=t+dt we have contributions of both the one-phase -
and the two-phase region:
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mass vapour(t +dt)=<o(t + dt)>(H-zbb(t)-vbb(t)dt)Acbpg +

dt) = (l-<o(t+dO>)(H-^b(t)-vbb(t)dt)Achpi+vbb(t)dtAcl/)1 <42)

Applying Eqs. (40)-(42) and manipulating yields:

d<a(t)> _ G(z = H, t) - G(z =zw t) ^ (t) j

dt " (p.-pJfH-zJt)) +(H-zbb(t)) dt ( 4 3 )

In equilibrium state G(z=H) = G(z=zbb) = Go.

Analogously, energy conservation implies that:

energy(t)+ net energy flowing in during period dt= energy(t + dt) (44)

The total energy in the volume is initially:

total energy = energy vapour+energy liquid =

<a(t)>(H-zbb(t))AhPghg + (l - ^ ( t ^ K H - z J t M ^ p . h , ( 4 5 )

where h, and hg are the specific enthalpies of the liquid and saturated vapor phase. Note that h,
is equal to h,,,. At t=t+dt we again have contributions of the two-phase- and one-phase region:

energy vapour(t + dt) = <a(t + dt)>(H-zob(t)-vbb(t)dt)Achpghg +
energy liquid(t + dt) = (1 -<a(t +dt)>)(H-zbb(t)-vbb(t)dt)Achp,h1 + vbb(t)dtAchp1h |

The fuel heat transfer is accounted for in the net energy-flow to the volume:

net energy flowing in =dt(H -zbb(t))2itRf<Q "bb(t)> +
dtA tfh(G(z=zbl,t)h,-G(z=Ht)[x(z=H>t)hg>(l-x(z=H,t))h1])

(X(z,t) is the local quality of the two-phase flow). The two-phase mixture is saturated, so h,
and hg are time-independent. In Eq. (47) we used the assumption that x(z=zbb,t) = 0.
<Q"bb (t)> is the average heat flux density in the two-phase region. Equations (44)-(47) yield:
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d<a(t)>_ d^btO <g(t)> 2:tRf<Q "bb(t)>

dt " dt H-zh b(t)"Ad l(p1h1-p ih i)

G(z=H,t)fc(z=H,t)h> + (l -X(z=H,t))h,]-G(z=zbb,t)h,

(p1h |-ph)(H-zb b(t))

We can simplify Eq. (48) using Eq. (43). This provides us with an algebraic solution for the
coupling between the channel inlet- and outlet mass flux densities:

G(z= z,ih,t) = G(z= H,t)[( 1 + -!—%-x(z =H,t)]

Pg)(H-zbb^
Pg

( p r p.) (H -zbb(t)) 2^Rf<Q "bb(t)P> ( 4 9 )

In equilibrium state, Eq. (49) provides us with a simple expression for the outlet quality:

(h -h,)Acl,O0 (h -h , )w
( 5 0 )

where Pbb is the total power generated in the two-phase region (=2TrRf <Q"bb > times the
number of fuel elements), and w is the circulation flow (kg s'1) through the core.

In Eq. (49) we can express <Q"hb (t)> in <Q"(t)> because:

i I

00 7-

and using Eq. (28) and Eq.(29) we find that:

_ c IT 2

-
7t

Equation (52) is also valid for the variables <Q'bb (t)> and <Tf bb (t)>, so we can replace
^"vJLtP"in Eq- (47) w i t n ykf (<Tf (t)>-TM1). The factor y is a function of the boiling
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boundary position zbb and closely related to the Ps factor in Eq. (39).

In our description of the two-phase region, we sometimes use the average void fraction (Eq.
(43)), and sometimes the channel outlet quality (Eq. (49)). These quantities are in fact closely
related to each other. In the next section our treatment of the void fraction-quality relation
will be outlined.
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The Bankoff void model

Oscillations in the local quality are delayed in the upper area of the cooling channel. We
neglect this delay effect in this section and assume that the local quality changes
simultaneously at all axial positions (Hashimoto, 1993). Neglecting this delay simplifies the
calculations enormously but deteriorates the results, so some concern about the validity of this
approximation is justified. Therefore, a detailed comparison between our nodal approach and
more exact analytical solutions will be made in another section (see A.4 and A.5).

In the boiling region, we calculate the amount of energy transferred from the fuel rod to the
coolant, and then assume that the heat flux density profile for the boiling section is flat. This
approach, although not entirely correct, accounts partly for the effect of power peaking, and,
on the other hand, does not lead to very complicated (but still not exact, see the remarks
above) equations. Applying our simplifying assumption we find that the local quality %(z,t)
(the ratio between the mass flow rate (kg s1) of the vapor and the total mass flow rate)
increases proportional with z in the two-phase region:

(53)

The average value of the quality in the two-phase region is thus:

1 r 1
:X(0> = f X(z,t)dz = - x ( z =H,t) ( 5 4 )

We furthermore want to correlate <x(t)> with the average void fraction <cc(t)>. The local
quantities x(z-0 and a(z,t) are correlated via the 'S-a-x-formula':

X(z,t) =
Pi l-a(z,t) 1 (55)
pg a(z,t) S(z)

This formula is derived by writing out the mass flow rate of the vapor and liquid in terms of
phase velocities, cross-sectional flow areas and densities. In Eq. (55) we introduced the slip
factor S(z): the ratio of the vapor velocity vg and the liquid velocity v,.

In the two-phase region a first approximation for S(z) can be calculated using the Bankoff
void model (Lahey, 1979). In this approach the local slip between the two phases is neglected
(a good approximation for high mass flux densities), and only the integral slip that originates
from the cross-sectional averaging of the non-uniform void profile in the cooling channel is
accounted for:

!-J£Lrl^L (56)
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The concentration parameter Co quantifies the effect of the radial void distribution. Co is
related with the pressure-dependent Armand parameter (Bankoff, 1960):

=_L = Q71 +0.00145 p ,70<p<180(bar)

Under a pressure of 75.5 bar (Dodewaard full power conditions) Co is approximately 1.2. It is
very important to emphasize that under low mass flux density conditions, the Bankoff void
model is no longer valid, because local slip between the phases then becomes very important.
The general drift-flux model (Lahey and Moody, 1979, Todreas and Kazimi, 1990a), that
describes both global and local slip should be used in that case. However, in this report we do
not elaborate on this subject.

Combining Eqs. (55) - (57) yields:

a(z,t) = =
(58)

Pi X(z,t)

Substituting Eq. (55) in Eq. (58) and performing the nodal integration yields the average void
fraction <oc(t)>:

1 H

)> = - ^ — f a(z,t)dz =

P P P, ) (59)
li)2<x(t)>- ^-ln(2<X(t)>(^ 1) + 1)'
Pi P.

Pi
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Dynamics of the mass flux density

Now, the only missing link in our model is an expression for the oscillations in the inlet mass
flux density G(z=zbb,t), caused by void fraction- and boiling boundary oscillations.
Oscillations in these quantities affect the total momentum in the channel, resulting in
oscillations of the mass flux density.

In the out-of-phase oscillation mode, the total pressure drop along the channel remains
essentially constant (March-Leuba, 1991). This boundary condition results in a constant
recirculation mass flux density (when the mass flux density in one half of the core increases,
it decreases in the other half) and there is no extra friction and inertia in the recirculation
section. In the corewide oscillation mode, the pressure drop over the channels and the
recirculation mass flux density oscillates, resulting in extra damping in the recirculation loop.
Therefore, from hydrodynamic point of view, the out-of-phase oscillation mode is more likely
to cause large oscillations in the reactor core.

Newton's second law, applied to the open channel volume, yields the momentum equation:

momentum(t)+nct momentum flowing in + net forces \vorking*dt = momentum(t + dt) (60)

We rewrite the forces working on the coolant in the channel in terms of pressure drops. The
total pressure drop in the channel is the sum of frictional and gravitational pressure drops and
the externally applied pressure drop over the channel:

net forces working = dt AchAPfrf +dtAch [P(z =0) - P(z =H)] (61)

where the gravitational and frictional pressure drops are abbreviated as APftf. We will
consider these pressure loss terms later on in this section in more detail. The convection term
in the momentum equation is also conventionally treated as a pressure term:

net momentum flowing in = dtAchAPai;c,

AP = G2(z=0,t) -x(z=H,t))2G2(z=H,t)S

o(z=H.t)pg (1 -<x(z=H,t))p,

(62)

Under slip-flow conditions, Eq. (62) is not entirely correct, because we multiplied the channel
area averaged two-phase density and velocity, where we should in fact average the product of
the density and velocity over the channel area (Todreas and Kazimi, 1991a). We do not
consider this detail in the development of the accelerational term.
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The momentum in the channel is initially:

momentum = momentum one-phaseregion + momentum two-phase region =

Zbb(' H (63)
Ach | P l v , ( z , t ) d z + A h f [ a ( z , t )p g v g ( z , t )+ ( l - a ( z , t ) )p ,v^ , t ) ]dz

z=0 2

At t=t+dt the boiling boundary has shifted over a distance vbb(t)dt. Taking account of this
effect, the momentum at t=t+dt is equal to:

momentum(t + dt) = Adi f p, v,(z, t + dt)dz

Ach J
(64)

We can rewrite Eqs. (63) and (64) using the definition of the local mass flux density G(z,t):

G(z,t)=a(z,t)pgvg(z,t)+(l-a(z,t))p1v,(z,t) (65)

In the one-phase region G(z,t) is independent of the axial position, but in the two-phase region
the mass flux density is dependent on the z-coordinate. To simplify the integrals over the two-
phase region we combine the inlet mass flux density and the delayed exit mass flux density to
yield one average mass flux density:

<G(t)P>S i[G(z =H,t) +G(z=zbb,t)] (66)

The momentum equation (59) then finally becomes:

where we abbreviated the accelerational, gravitational, factional and local pressure drops as
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The frictional pressure drop in the one-phase region is equal to:

Pi
(68)

where the parameter ccf (m"4) is tuned to fit previous model calculations and experiments
(Stekelenburg, 1994). The local form losses (spacers, inlet) are modelled to be spread over the
core and included in the frictional term. A,o, is the product of the number of fuel assemblies
and the cross-sectional flow area \ h of one fuel assembly. In the two-phase region the
pressure drop due to friction APf 2(> is correlated with the one-phase pressure drop, multiplied
with an appropriate (Martinelli-Nelson) two-phase friction multiplier OvlN, which is a function
of pressure and flow quality:

APr (69)

We use a first-order truncation form for the Martinelli-Nelson multiplier $VIN (March-Leuba,
1986):

WMN<x(0> (70)

Martinelli-Nelson multiplier

35

25

approximation with Jones'
| i flow effect i

linear fit [

MN
15

5 •

0.2 0.4 0.6

quality

0.8

Fig. 5: First-order approximation of the Martinelli-Nelson mul-
tiplier

Fig. 5 shows the Martinelli-Nelson approximation with flow correction (Lahey, 1979) and
the first-order approximation in Eq. (70) (Dodewaard f.p. conditions; Rvm =30).
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The gravitational contribution in the two-phase region is:

APgi))(t) = <
g i ) )

<o(t](>pflat (71)

where g,. is the gravitational acceleration (m s'2). In the one-phase region we easily find:

(72)

In the boiling section, the pressure loss due to the acceleration and expansion of the voids is
given by Eq. (62) (we assume that x(z=zbb,t)=0).

In the previous Dodewaard calculations and measurements (Stekelenburg, 1994) the local
pressure drops at the channel inlet and outlet and the spacers were accounted for in the
frictional pressure drop. However, a more detailed treatment of these local pressure drops is
rather straightforward. We define the two-phase local friction loss multiplier <j>, and the outlet
pressure loss coefficient kexil. The local pressure drop at the outlet then becomes:

(73)

The appropriate two-phase multiplier cj) is called the Romie multiplier (Lahey, 1979):

(l-X(z=H,t)2
 + Pix(z=H,t)

l -a (z = H,t) pga(z=H,t)
(74)

The inlet pressure drop is simply:

2P,
(75)
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The linearized model

To gain physical insight into the interaction between the neutronic and thermohydraulic
subsystem during out-of-phase oscillations, Laplace-transforming of the linearized equations
is a very convenient tool. For instance, using root-locus and Nyquist-diagram techniques, the
stability boundary can be calculated precisely, without much calculational effort. Direct
numerical calculations based on Eqs. (5) (neutronics), (30) (fuel-dynamics), (39) (boiling
boundary dynamics), (43) (mass conservation), (49) (energy conservation) and (67)
(momentum conservation) are rather time consuming, due to the many nonlinear terms
involved, and will be performed later (see "Future research").
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The extended block-diagram

The derived transfer functions (see the Appendix) are connected to each other in a rather
complicated way. The most comprehensive way to present the (multiple regenerative)
feedback loops involved is in a block-diagram, see Fig. 6. The following abbreviations are
used:

6n'(s) 6G(Z =

Qo <(£>CO

Pext
(5) >\

external
reactivity

void
reactivity

reactor power fuel temperature

Doppler reactivity a D

i

a
void
fraction

! boiling
! boundary

Ja,zbb

G,
mass flux
density

G

Jzbb,Q

Jzbb,G Iu

JG,zbb

Fig. 6: Extended block-diagram out-of-phase oscillations in BWRs

where the core-averaged void fraction is denoted by <a>c. In the dotted rectangle, the transfer
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fiinctions of the thermohydraulic subsystem are clustered. If we introduce a step in the
(external) reactivity the (out-of-phase) power will increase (via the zero-power transfer
function GR). This causes (with a certain delay due to the fuel dynamics) a fuel temperature
increase (via GF), and a (negative) Doppler feedback reactivity (via aD, the Doppler reactivity
coefficient). When the heat flux density from fuel to coolant increases, several
thermohydraulic feedback mechanisms become important. The void fraction will increase due
to the increased heat flux density (modelled as a first-order system G^Q). Furthermore, the
boiling boundary will shift to a lower position ( G ^ Q ) , and also lead to an increase in core
averaged void fraction (GaMt).

Then another feedback mechanism becomes important. When the channel void fraction
changes, the inlet mass flux density also changes, in order to keep the pressure drop over the
channel constant (boundary condition). At low frequencies, the dynamic behavior of the mass
flux density is dominated by the frictional pressure drop. So when the void fraction increases,
the two-phase frictional pressure drop also increases, and the mass flux density has to
decrease to keep the pressure drop over the channel constant (see A. 6). When the inlet mass
flux density decreases, the void fraction will increase, and the boiling boundary shifts down
(G«,G and G^o), etcetera.

Eventually, the resulting void fraction increase will lead to a negative void reactivity pa (via
the negative void reactivity coefficient ocv), and the power will decrease. Thus, at low
frequencies, this system is stable (negative feedback from the thermohydraulic subsystem and
the Doppler effect). However, depending on the phase shifts in the fuel heat transfer and the
thermohydraulic subsystem, instabilities can occur at higher frequencies. In order to
investigate these dynamic instabilities, we first 'collapse' the (complicated) transfer function
from heat flux density to void fraction (see A.8). Applying this 'concentrated' transfer
function greatly simplifies the extended block-diagram, see Fig. 7.

external
reactivity

reactor power fuel temperature

Doppler reactivity

void reactivity

Fig. 7: Reduced block-diagram

*

a
void fraction
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In the next section we apply the Nyquist stability criterium to investigate the stability of the
out-of-phase oscillation mode as a function of important parameters as the subcriticality of the
out-of-phase mode, the void reactivity coefficient av, the fuel time constant, etc. As a first test
case, we use data available for the Dodewaard BWR (Stekelenburg, 1994), see Table 1.

parameter

2nRfkf

Co

Ccf

<P

Go

gc

H

K
h,

k,

P

rD

<Tf>0

P
Ah

X

A,

P8

Pi

value

9.33.10s

1.145

1.2

2.5

1.4

1.14.103

9.81

1.794

2.77.106

1.30.106

0.8

75.5

-2.1O"5

30

673

564

0.0061

2.70.104

0.084

5.1O'5

3.98.10'

7.30.102

2.11

unit

W m1 K'1

nr

-

m-4

-

kg m'2 s 1

m s'2

m

Jkg 1

J k g 1

-

bar

K-'

-

K

K

-

J k g '

s-1

s

kgm"3

kgnT3

s

comments

under nominal pressure

nominal mass flux density

under nominal pressure

under nominal pressure

under nominal pressure

nominal pressure

under nominal mass flux
density and pressure

nominal power

under nominal pressure

one delayed-neutron group

one delayed-neutron group

assumption (based on A,,)

under nominal pressure

under nominal pressure

Table 1: Model parameters
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Parametric study of out-of-phase stability

'Damped spring' model and influence of boiling boundary dynamics

With a fixed boiling boundary, the response of the channel void fraction on heat flux density
perturbations is very similar to the response of a damped spring after an external disturbance:

dt
>c +Q2,6<a(t)>c = C,6 <Tf (t)> +C2 |-6<T f (t)P> ( 7 7 )

where coo =27rf0 is the natural frequency of the spring and C is the damping constant. Equation
(77) is derived from the channel equations (43), (49) and (67), keeping Zy, constant. When
O<C<1 the system is oscillatory (C=0 is the stability boundary). The channel decay ratio
DR=exp( -27iCA/l ~C2) Equation (77) is used frequently in low-dimensional BWR-stability
studies (March-Leuba, 1986a, Takeuchi et al., 1994) The dependence of f0 on the mass flux
density is represented in Fig. 8. In the calculations, the relative power is reduced with the
same amount as the mass flux density, to eliminate the influence of a changing void fraction
on channel stability. The channel natural frequency decreases when the mass flux density
decreases (because the average void transit time becomes larger). Note that there is an offset-
frequency of -0.3 Hz in the limit of very small mass flux densities. This offset frequency is
due to the non-zero contribution of the gravitational pressure drop (the frictional and
accelerational pressure drop are both zero in the limit of very small mass flux densities).

CHANNEL FREQUENCY

0 50 100
MASS-FLUX (% f.p.)

Fig. 8: Dependence of the channel frequency f0 on the mass flux
density
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CHANNEL DAMPING

0 50 100
MASS-FLUX (% f.p.)

Fig. 9: Dependence of the channel damping on the mass flux den-
sity

In Fig. 9 we see the influence of reducing the mass flux density on the stability of the channel.
Note that for reduced mass flux densities the damping of oscillations in the channel becomes
smaller. In the limit of very small mass flux densities the channel stability threshold (DR=1)
is approached. The damped spring model does not predict any (dynamic) instabilities of the
thermohydraulic subsystem.

The influence of taking the boiling boundary dynamics into account is twofold. The gain of
the heat flux density to void transfer increases significantly for low frequencies (smaller than
the natural channel frequency f0), see Fig. 11. Furthermore, the maximal phase lag is more
than 90 degrees (see Fig. 10). Since a larger phase shift and gain in the thermohydraulic
subsystem tend to destabilize the reactor system, neglecting the boiling boundary dynamics
might lead to non-conservative results.
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Fig. 10: Influence boiling boundary dynamics (phase-diagram)
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Fig. 11: Influence boiling boundary dynamics (gain-diagram)
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Influence inlet and outlet restrictions on channel stability

In this parameter-study, we merely focus on the interaction between the thermohydraulic and
neutronic subsystem. However, it is of course also possible to study the dynamic
characteristics of the coolant channel alone (as a function of parameters like the system-
pressure, the slip-ratio, the subcooling, the power and mass flux density, etcetera). Because of
the complicated dynamic behavior of propagating density-waves in heated pipes, such
investigations require another study (see "Future research").

However, to give an example of the performance of our developed model, the influence of
inlet- and outlet-restrictions on channel stability was investigated (under reduced mass flux
density conditions of 40 % f.p.). It is well known in two-phase flow literature (see Park et al.,
1986) that adding channel inlet-friction enhances channel stability, because the extra single-
phase pressure loss is in-phase with the inlet mass flux density. On the other hand, a
restriction at the channel outlet has a destabilizing effect, because this increases the two-phase
exit pressure loss, which is delayed with respect to inlet mass flux density perturbations. We
can calculate the phase difference between the inlet- and outlet mass flux density
perturbations, rewriting Eq. (43) in terms of the core-averaged void fraction <a(t)>c.
Perturbing and Laplace transforming yields:

,-pg)Hs8<a(s)>c (78)

We can correlate 6<a(s)>c with 6G(z=z,,b,s), when we set 8Q equal to zero in Eq. (104) (see
section A.8). The resulting transfer function from inlet- to outlet mass flux density then
becomes:

5G(z=Hs) . j .

~btt~ Go
^(p,-p)HsG,(s) (79)

As an example we have calculated the phase of the transfer function in Eq. (79) for 40%
power and 40% mass flux density conditions. See Fig. 12.

delay outlet mass flux density

40% f p.

0.01 0.1 100

Fig. 12: Delay outlet mass flux density
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In Fig. 13 we have calculated the gain of the (concentrated) transfer function from heat flux
to inlet mass flux density (transfer function GG, see A.8).

Heat-flux density to inlet mass flux density transfer function

40% f p.

•8 -3
§ 1

00

• lumped model
— - only inlet friction

only outlet friction

0.01 0.1 10 100

f(Hz)

Fig. 13: Influence of inlet and outlet restrictions

Concentrating the friction at the channel outlet indeed destabilizes the channel, where
increasing the local inlet friction has the opposite effect. In the calculations presented in the
following sections we modelled the local pressure drops as spread over the entire channel
height. Fig. 13 shows that this leads (as could be expected) to intermediate channel-
responses.
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Influence subcriticality, void reactivity coefficient and mass flux density

In Fig. 14 we see the stability boundary for different operating points. Increasing the void
reactivity coefficient av (in absolute sense) has a destabilizing effect (because the gain of the
thermohydraulic feedback loop increases), and a more subcritical first harmonic mode has a
stabilizing effect (the gain of the neutronic subsystem decreases, see Fig. 18). The mass flux
density and the power are decreased proportionally, so the effect of a changing void fraction
on reactor stability is excluded. For reduced mass flux densities, and a small (absolute)
subcriticality the stability boundary is reached for realistic values of the void reactivity
coefficient (-100 <av <-300 pcm/%void). Note that the dependence between subcriticality and
void reactivity coefficient is almost linear (in agreement with Hashimoto, 1993), due to the

stability boundaries for the out-of-phase

instability mode

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0

o

2?
o

o
o
O

100% f p.
60% f.p.
20% f.p.

.^UNSTABLE

0

- -500

-1000

subcnticality ($)

Fig. 14: Stability boundaries for the out-of-phase instability
mode

(almost) constant gain of the neutronic subsystem in the frequency range of interest.

Decreasing the mass flux density has several effects. First, the reactor resonance frequency
decreases. Furthermore, the gain of the fuel heat transfer function increases for lower
frequencies, and a reduced mass flux density of-60% f.p. is therefore a less stable operating
point than 100% f.p. However, when the mass flux density and power are both very low (for
instance 20% f.p.), the gain of the heat flux density to void transfer function decreases
significantly (see Fig. 15). This stabilizing effect 'overrules' the (destabilizing) higher gain-
factor of the fuel heat transfer function, and the reactor becomes more stable.
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heat flux density to void fraction transfer function
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Fig. 15: Influence mass flux density on heat flux density to void
fraction transfer function

In Fig. 16 the reactor resonance frequency is plotted as a function of the mass flux density.
Note that these values follow the trend of the calculated characteristic channel frequencies
(resulting from a 'damped spring' calculation). However, the reactor resonance frequency is
significantly higher, because the maximal phase lag of the heat flux density to void transfer
function is located at a higher frequency than the characteristic channel frequency (see Fig.
10).

resonance frequency
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1 . 0 -•

0.5 -•
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100

Fig. 16: Resonance frequency compared with channel fre-
quency
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Influence fuel dynamics

The influence of fuel dynamics on reactor stability is rather significant, see Fig. 17. If the fuel
time constant Tf is very small, the reactor becomes very stable (due to smaller phase-lags in
the feedback-loop). A very large fuel time constant also has a stabilizing influence, because of
the gain reduction of the oscillations. On the other hand, if the inverse fuel time constant is of
the order of the oscillation frequency of the density-waves in the channel, the reactor is the
most unstable (enough phase-lag and a minimal gain reduction). In our lumped-parameter
model, the fuel time constant used for the Dodewaard reactor is rather small (2.11s, see also
van der Hagen, 1988), and close to the most unstable point (under reduced mass flux density
conditions).

o>

'3
IS
0)
o
u

o
>

influence fuel dynamics on reactor stability

0 1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 17: Dependence of reactor stability on fuel dynamics

Van der Hagen (1988) pointed out that the use of a high-dimensional model (with multiple
typical fuel time constants) is necessary to adequately describe the heat transfer from fuel rod
to coolant in a broad frequency range. When only a small frequency range is considered,
attempts can be made to approximate the higher-order transfer function by a first-order model,
with only one effective fuel time constant. In the low frequency-range (smaller than 1 Hz) a
fuel time constant of 5 or 6 s adequately describes the slow heat transfer. However, for higher
frequencies of about 1 Hz (the typical resonance frequency of the Dodewaard reactor, under
nominal conditions) an effective time constant of ~ 2 s gives a better approximation of the
fuel dynamics. Physically, this small fuel time constant originates from the fact that only the
outer regions of the fuel are transferring the heat to the coolant for these higher frequencies.
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Future research

The complicated (multiple feedback) processes in the thermohydraulic subsystem are only
roughly described by our model. For instance, the partial differential equations that describe
the dynamic behavior of the coolant in the one-and two-phase regions are transformed into
ordinary differential equations by assuming that the quasi-static approach is valid. However,
the comparison with some exact solutions in the Appendix already shows that in the
frequency-range of interest (around the characteristic channel frequency f0), the quasi-static
solutions significantly deviate from the exact transfer functions. Using the complete set of
exact transfer functions would therefore be a good (and not very difficult) step forward.
Comparison with thermohydraulic studies about density-wave oscillations in heated channels
(for instance Rizwan-uddin and Doming, 1986, Lahey and Moody, 1979) is also strongly
recommended.

Using the SIDAS-scaled model of the Dodewaard BWR it is possible to perform experiments
to further test the developed thermohydraulic model. These experiments are especially
important because of the large uncertainties in the correlations that close our two-phase fluid
model (slip-model, two-phase friction multipliers, etc.).

Non-linear effects of the coupled neutronic-thermohydraulic model for out-of-phase
oscillations form also a very interesting topic to study. Our model uses various simplifying
approaches (for instance the quasi-static approximation and the Bankoff void model) to be
able to calculate the behavior of the reactor in the non-linear domain. Solving the partial
differential equations with "brute force' is possible for certain classes of two-phase fluid
models (Rizwan-uddin and Doming, 1986), but requires much computer power and numerical
accuracy. Approximating models (like the model described in this report) that consist of only
a few ordinary differential equations are much easier to use, provide us with physical insight,
and still seem to predict the trends correctly (Karve et al., 1994).

Another point of research is the coupling between mass flux density and power in natural
circulation BWRs. In a natural circulation cooled reactor, the mass flux density will
automatically change when the power level is adjusted (because a changing two-phase density
means a changing driving force). However, this coupling between mass flux density and
power is not included in our model. Finally, a comparison with global ("in-phase")
oscillations in BWRs would be very interesting. In that case, we need to take the dynamic
characteristics of the recirculation section into account, because the net mass flux density in
the recirculation loop changes during in-phase oscillations.
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Appendix: Derivation of transfer functions

The transfer functions derived after linearizing the basic equations are:

A. 1: Zero-power transfer function

Neglecting the nonlinear terms in Eq. (5) leads for m=l to:

6n,

,.o A,s2
+(A,A+p-Pl

s)s-AP|

(80)

Equation (80) 'looks' remarkably similar to the 1-group transfer function of the fundamental
mode. The 'generation time' A, is redefined for the first harmonic mode, and the gain of the
plateau decreases with increasing subcriticality. Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show the gain
respectively phase of GR for different values of the subcriticality (using typical Dodewaard
parameters: A=0.08 s"',p = 0.0061 and A, =5 10"5s).

Gain neutronics versus subcriticality
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Fig. 18: Influence subcriticality on gain neutronics
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Phase neutronics versus subcriticality
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Fig. 19: Influence subcriticality on phase neutronics

A. 2: Fuel-heat transfer function

Equation (30) is strictly linear, so the fuel-transfer function is easily obtained:

6Q

Qo 1 1
Gr= —

F 6n, x,i "r s + —
(81)

This transfer function is a simple first-order system, with a single time constant Tf (see Eq.
(27)).
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A.3: Heat/mass flux density to boiling boundary transfer function

Equation (39) gives the relation between heat- and (inlet) mass flux density fluctuations and
the boiling boundary shift. The transfer function from heat flux density to boiling boundary
shift is:

K b

G

where t

3>b.O 1

" d nb

^IxO P |
nb /-*

G 0

1

1 Z l A O * , ,

d nb s bb

This again is a first-order process. The time constant is determined by the time constant tnb

(the equilibrium transit time of the one-phase region), and the parameters Pd and Ps, due to the
axial peaked power profile. At high frequencies, the amplitude of the oscillations of the
boiling boundary is influenced strongly by the 'dynamic' parameter Pd. The influence of the
'static' factor P, is clearly visible in the low frequency limit. The transfer function from mass
flux density to boiling boundary shift is simply:

(83)
Zbb.O

Deriving Eq. (39), we integrated Eq. (36) over the one-phase region (nodal approach) to
obtain an ordinary differential equation for the boiling boundary position (Eq. (39)). In this
approach, wave phenomena due to the convection of the liquid-particles in the one-phase
region are neglected. Fortunately, an exact transfer function can be derived (Rao et al., 1995),
because it is possible to perturb- and Laplace transform the partial-differential equation Eq.
(36), and integrate the resulting expression over the one-phase region. The analysis of Rao et
al. yields the following transfer function for the boiling boundary shift (neglecting axial
power peaking):

1 - e " T | t b S

X n b S

In Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 the nodal and exact transfer functions are compared (assuming a flat
power-profile).
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Fig. 20: Gain heat/mass flux density to boiling boundary transfer func-
tion

Phase GlbbXf nodal- and exact solutions

Fig. 21: Phase heat/mass flux density to boiling boundary transfer
function

Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show that the quasi-static approach for low frequencies (<0.2 Hz,
Dodewaard f.p. conditions) is indeed an excellent approximation. At higher frequencies there
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are significant discrepancies, due to wave-phenomena in the one-phase region. For instance, if
the period of the inlet velocity perturbations is equal to (a multiple of) the transit time Tnb the
perturbations have no effect on the boiling boundary position (see Fig. 22).

Wave-propagation in one-phase region

ao

g.

0 0.5

z (units zbb)

Fig. 22: Wave-phenomena in one-phase region

The response in Fig. 20 also shows a local maximum when the period is 1.5 Tnb, 2.5 xnb etc.

The phase behavior of this transfer function changes strongly with frequency as well;
Fig. 21 shows (artificial) 'phase-jumps' when the oscillation has a period of xnb, 1.5 t ^ , 2
Tnb etc. Fig. 22 explains why the phase is zero for a frequency equal to l/xnb. Our nodal model
appears to be a good first-order approximation of this more complex transfer function
(certainly for frequencies below 0.2 Hz).
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A.4: Heat/mass flux density to void fraction transfer function

Equations (43) and (49) relate heat- and (inlet) mass flux density fluctuations with
perturbations in the void fraction. With a fixed boiling boundary, the derived transfer function
becomes:

6<ct>

YQ O 1

-HQ(H-zbb) ( 8 5 )

where rbb=

and H = <pghg-p,h,) + [(! -2<x>o)h | +2<x>ohg](P |-pg)

The partial deriative of <a> with respect to <x> can be calculated using Eq. (59).

The transfer function from mass flux density to void fraction is simply:

<of>o

Again, a comparison with exact solutions is possible. We have neglected the 'wave-character'
of void fraction perturbations in the two-phase region (see: "The Bankoffvoid model") and
assumed that the void fraction at all axial positions responds simultaneously to perturbations
of the mass- or heat flux density. Due to the delay of the void-perturbations in the upper part
of the channel, we may again expect that wave-phenomena play a role. The analytical solution
of the governing (partial differential) continuity- and energy equations is (see for instance the
early theoretical work of Miida and Suda, 1963):
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6<a>

G_ =

where Q = Pi "P . YQo

(h rh,)p | P gA,h

G0+P|(H-zbb)Q

(87)

A • l n ( y 2 }

Q is the characteristic boiling frequency (Todreas and Kazimi, 1991a), which is a measure for
the rate of change of quality. The quantity y2 is the ratio of outlet and inlet velocity (no slip
assumed, so v, (z)=vg (z)) and x*bh is the transit time of voids through the two-phase region.

In Fig. 23, the gain of the transfer function Eq. (87) is compared with the amplitude of the
first-order transfer function Eq. (85) (Dodewaard f.p. conditions). The (quasi-static) nodal
solution deviates significantly at intermediate frequencies of- 1 Hz. Therefore, a Pade-
approximation of order 2 is applied to approximate the exponential term in Eq. (87):

- — T ' s +
2 IT

(88)
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Fig. 24 shows that the phase-lag predicted by the exact solution is more than 90 degrees for
frequencies of ~ 2 Hz. The nodal model predicts a significantly smaller phase-lag. Large lags
tend to destabilize feedback systems, so 'closed-loop' calculations using the nodal Eq. (85)
could well lead to non-conservative results. Therefore, the use of a Pade-approximation (or
the exact transfer function Eq. (87)) is to be recommended.
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A.5: Boiling boundary to void fraction transfer function

The influence of boiling boundary perturbations on the void fraction is determined using Eqs.
(43) and (49), keeping the heat- and (inlet) mass flux density constant. Because the void
reactivity is usually expressed as a function of the core-averaged void fraction <cc>c (=fbb

<a>), we will also consider the influence of boiling boundary perturbations on <a>c.
Differentiating <a>c with respect to Zy, yields:

e d«x>

When we perturb and Laplace-transform Eqs. (43) and (49) the resulting transfer function is:

8<a>

s - i

" " \b ( 9 0 )

bb.0 b b

where u = - [v - ( H - z . . n) —̂ —1

As could be expected, the amplitude of this transfer function decreases when the length of the
one-phase region decreases. Furthermore, the time constant associated with this first-order
process is equivalent to the typical heat/mass flux density to void time constant (see Eq. (85)).

When the boiling boundary fluctuates, the amount of energy deposited in the two-phase
region changes because both the heated length and the y-factor change. This explains why u
consists of two different terms. Applying Eq. (89) yields:

1
- u - —

/-> <w.u nb .0 fob
G - ^ - 6 T " = i T ^ r (91)

Wfc|.L 1 1 A.I. f\ 1

"fob D O u Q

Zbb.O

The amplitude of the oscillations in <a> (Eq. (90)) is constant for high frequencies, whereas
the core-averaged void fraction (Eq. (91)) does not respond at high frequent perturbations.
Physically, this means that the total vapor volume (=A,.hH<a>c) is inert for high frequencies,
and the fluctuations in <a> are simply due to the contraction and expansion of the two-phase
region.

Comparing Eq. (91) with its exact counterpart Eq. (92) (Miida and Suda, 1963) again shows
the influence of the length of the one-phase region on the amplitude of the oscillations:
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6<cc:>
c

CO Pi - l + y 2 e

-bb
(92)

'bb.0
Q

In Fig. 25 and Fig. 26 the gain respectively phase of these transfer functions is plotted. The
deviations in both gain and phase are significant for frequencies >0.1Hz.
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A.6: Void fraction to mass flux density transfer function

Perturbations in the void fraction cause perturbations in the mass flux density (Eq. (67)). The
transfer function from void fraction to mass flux density (keeping the boiling boundary
constant) is obtained differentiating Eq. (67) to both the void fraction and the inlet mass flux
density. This procedure leads to:

<<*>

<<*>„ Lvo> fcct> (>:«;• <K«> »:»> (7d(z= II)

z=H)

(93)

The gain of this transfer function is represented in Fig. 27.

Influence void fraction on mass-flux

Fig. 27: Gain void to mass flux density transfer function

Approximately, the mass flux density responds like a differentiator on void fraction
perturbations. Therefore, the curve is fitted with a first-order D-transfer function:

D = A(s + —)

where A is a proportionality constant and xD is a time constant involved in the process. The
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fitted value of tD is 0.29 s. If we compare this value with the typical time constant associated
with the mass flux density to void fraction transfer function rbb(=0.34 s) the difference is very
small, indicating the strong interplay between mass flux density and void fraction. Fig. 28
shows the phase-diagram of the transfer function in Eq. (93):

Influence void fraction on mass-flux

Fig. 28: Phase void to mass flux density transfer function

At low frequencies, the mass flux density decreases when the void fraction increases. We can
easily understand this behavior. The largest contribution to the dynamic behavior of the mass
flux density at low frequencies originates from the frictional pressure drop (under nominal
Dodewaard conditions). When the void fraction increases, the two-phase frictional pressure
drop also increases (see Eqs. (69) and (70)). To keep the pressure over the channel constant,
the mass flux density will thus decrease (Eq. (69)).

At high frequencies, the phase shift between the inlet- and nodal mass flux density plays an
important role. Using Eqs. (43) and (66) and Laplace transforming we can write <G(s)> as a
function of the void fraction (keeping the boiling boundary position fixed):

= G(z =zws)+ i<p, -pg)(H -zbUO)s<a(s)> (95)

Furthermore, in the high frequency limit, the only important terms in the momentum balance
are the acceleration of mass in the one- and two-phase region:

-zhh0)<G(s)> = 0 if s- (96)

Combining Eqs. (95) and (96) yields:
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G(z=zbb,s)= -^•(PrPg)(H-zb bo) fbb s < a( s)> i f s ~ ~ (97)

This expression explains the high-frequency limit of Fig. 27 and Fig. 28. However, this result
is not very satisfying from physical point of view, indicating that our quasi-static description
of thermohydrauiic phenomena might lead to significant errors in the high frequency domain.
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A.7: Boiling boundary to mass flux density transfer function

Perturbations in the boiling boundary also cause perturbations in the mass flux density (Eq.
(67)). The transfer function from boiling boundary to mass flux density (keeping the void
fraction constant) can be obtained differentiating Eq. (67) to both the boiling boundary and
the mass flux density. This procedure leads to:

5G(z=Z b b)

[<H-z^oJs <
"•bhO

ozbb 6C<z= '"bb dzb b

Hs
5AP. cAP clAP.

As remarked before, we should, from neutronic point of view, in fact work with the core-
averaged void fraction <a>c instead of the average void fraction in the two-phase region <a>.
Thus, we need to consider how Eq. (98) changes when we keep <a>c (instead of <a>)
constant. Using Eq. (89) we find:

6G(z =zbb)

dz,
<a> const b b c o n s , l ^ b b J .

(99)

where

Thus, with a fixed core-averaged void fraction, the transfer function from boiling boundary to
mass flux density becomes:

•'•bh

H-z
(100)

lib

The gain of this transfer function is represented in Fig. 29.
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Influence boiling boundary on mass-flux

Fig. 29: Gain boiling boundary to mass flux density transfer function

Approximately, the mass flux density responds like an integrator on void fraction
perturbations. Therefore, the curve is fitted with a first-order I-transfer function:

1 =

where A is a proportionality constant and T, is a time constant involved in the process.
Fig. 30 shows the phase-diagram of the boiling boundary to mass flux density transfer
function.
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Influence boiling boundary on mass-flux

Fig. 30: Phase boiling boundary to mass flux density transfer function

Note that at low frequencies, the mass flux density decreases when the boiling boundary shifts
upwards.
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A.8: 'Collapsing' the extended block-diagram

In the numerical calculations, it is very convenient to treat the multiple feedback loops in Fig.
6 as one 'concentrated' transfer function (from heat flux density to void fraction). We will
prove in this section that it is possible to derive a transfer function which is mathematically
equivalent to the original system of transfer functions.

First we have to eliminate the boiling boundary shift and the mass flux density. The void
fraction is determined by the next equation:

8<a>(

CO

6Q

Qo

6zbb
(102)

The boiling boundary shift can be expressed in the heat- and mass flux density perturbations:

-=G.
6Q 5G(z= z j

Qo" Go

(103)

Substituting Eq. (103) in Eq. (102) yields:

<(£>
-=G,

CO

6Q 5G(z=zoh)

Q o " Go " (104)

where G,=

The mass flux density perturbations are driven by the void fraction- and boiling boundary
perturbations:

'Ga
CO

(105)
-bb.0

Eliminating the boiling boundary shift yields:

= G,
5Q

where G,= ^ —
2 1+G^. G.

(106)

andG3 =
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Substituting Eq. (106) in Eq. (104) yields the 'concentrated' transfer function from heat flux
density to void fraction:

G ; G -

It is also possible to investigate the influence of heat flux density perturbations on the inlet
mass flux density. Substituting Eqs. (103) and (104) in Eq. (105) yields:

6Q G G ,a G i + o^ Z M > Q
=G°7T; G°= u r r +r ? (1 0 8>


